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Blue Key To Assist In Advertising Program

Vol. 53

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Explanation of
Frat Probation

BETTY JO WATERS CHOSEN AS
BELLE OF ARCHANIA FOR FALL

By EDWARD S. BETZ
Dean of Men
The social standards of the Col f
lege have always required that I
functions of campus organiza
tions be registered at the Dean
of Women's Office include facul
ty chaperonage and that alco
holic beverages not be consumed.
There have been strong rumors
of late that some groups on cam
pus have been regularly violating
these standards. The violations
seem to have centered among the
Peter Knoles, president of Blue Dorado; Kay's Dress Shop, 2051 Fraternities. As adviser to the
Key, this week accepted a check Pacific
Inter-fraternity Council I have
Miracle Station, 2405 Pacific; taken this problem up on several
for 100 dollars which was pre
sented by Mr. Ray Stewart, pro Modern Beauty Salon, 6725 Paci occasions in the past—the most
prietor of the Miracle Gas Sta fic; Moradian's Clothiers, 1905 recent being prior to Homecom
tion, 2405 Pacific Avenue on be Country Club Boulevard; New ing and the San Jose game. Lack
half of the 16 Stockton merchants Frontier, 149 Lincoln Center; The ing specific evidence of violation
who are participating in the Patio Shop, 1520 Pacific; Rath- we could not recommend disci
"Campus Calls" program at COP. geb's Ice Cream, 103 West Hard plinary action but rather urged
"Campus Calls" is an advertis ing Way; San Joaquin Business those groups which might be
ing program started by Gary Machines, 114 North California. violating to curtail these activi
Blackhart of San Jose State Col Seymour Jewelry, 527 East Main; ties.
lege. The orange "Calls" posters Shower's, 6111 Pacific and 1521
In the interval between Home
on campus present the names, ad North California; and Ye Olde corriing and the San Jose game
dresses, and phone numbers of Hoosier Inn, 1537 North Wilson enough evidence was brought to
school residences and offices, as Way.
our attention to establish that
chosen,
well as advertisements of Stock
Alpha Kappa Phi, Omega Phi Al-1 with her traditi0nal crown, produced a "Belle"
ton merchants which COP stu
pha, and Rho Lambda Phi were L
uet of roses> and silver em- however, in a much more civil
dents frequently patronize.
almost
openly
violating
all
Betty Jo Waters, a new Ep- ized manner. ,
Blue Key's efforts in this ad
House president Dave Orton
three of the standards mentioned Llon pledge, was named Belle of
vertising program are to . place
then
turned the program over to
above.
.
Archania for this semester in
and to maintain these posters
The four COP fraternities will
As a result of these discoveries
Friday night's semi-annual the men of Archania, who ren
where they will be of most ser honor their housemothers this we have placed these three Frat- Archania Belle Function.
dered their "Mom's Song, dedi
vice to people on campus. The Sunday with teas and open ernities on probation, the details
cated to their house mother, Mrs.
of which are to be worked out by
Their front roo^ packed with Ora DuBois.
funds raised by this program will houses.
the Administrative Committee sorority girls and new pledg
It was following this song
be used tew sponsor the annual
Alpha Kappa Lambda, in honor which at the time of this writing the Archites carried on a tra
that Orton received the sealed
Blue Key Sophomore Award and
of Mrs. Lillian Reiserer, will hold
.
Hatps back to 1941
tion which dates
1941. envelope holding the Belles
other service projects.
its tea and open house from 2 to has not yet met.
Dick
Easterbrook,
the Belle Com name from Dean Catherine P.
The following merchants make
4 Omega Phi will honor their
mittee chairman, opened the pro Davis, to whom the choice had
it possible to have the "Campus
housemother, Mrs. Edith Moore,
gram by presenting the house been sent before the girl made
NO PAPER NEXT WEEK
Calls" program at COP: A-l
at a tea and open house from
mothers and presidents of the her sorority preference.
Cleaners, 1603 Pacific; California
Because of Thanksgiving
2:30 to 4:30. Archania will give
three sororities, resplendent in
Betty Jo, or B.J. as s"e
Laundry and Dry Cleaning, 1136
a tea and open house from 3 to
their
gift
corsages.
Then,
the
past
vacation
there
will
be
called,
is from Temple City, Cali
W. Fremont; Dick's Drive-In,
5 in honor of Mrs. Ora DuBois.
No Pacific Weekly next week. Belles still on campus were in fornia, where she attended Rose
1301 East Harding Way; El Do
Rhizomia's tea and open house in
Have a Happy Thanksgiving. troduced. They are Rosemary mead High School,
rado Bowl and Recreation Cen
honor of Mrs. Elaine Hoist will
Lindsay of Alpha Thete; Carol present a sophomore and is a
ter, 725 North El Dorado; The
be
held
from
3:30
to
5:30.
Fillmore, Dottie Hutson, and sociology major. This fa ,
•
Flower Shedd, 1443 North El
Dolores Hutchinson of Epsilon, w a s c h a i r m a n o f S o u t h H a l s
as well as immediate past Belle,
Homecoming comrnlttee'ancprvpd
• Mickey Babb of Alpha Thete.
ing her freshman year, she served
•
.1
Q \7 afternoon,
Jlftf
On IXfnrlyiOCrj
Wednesday
an
each
on the rally committee.
November 27, at 8:00 p.m. An ad
n
Clinton T. Duffy, former warFollowing the announcement of
houL put on entertainment,
dress will be given on "What is analysis of the situation j
5n of San Quentin Prison, will
gards to an honor system at
wag followed by a brief Miss Waters' selection, the tra
Honesty and What Does It Mean
sliver one of the main addresses
history of Archania and its Belle tional "Sweetheart of Archania
to Me?" This will be followed by will begin at 1:30.
t the Honor Seminar which is
Martin Pulich, assistant public
song was offered by the^«Jrte •
mony by Steve Henry,
a panel of student cases of cheat
' be held at COP on November
defender
of
Alameda
County,
will
under the direction of Brauuo
ing and group discussion.
sneak after a 6:00 dinner for the
The first Belle was chosen n
7 and 28.
Besides Mr. Duffy's address at
Makapagal.
oprved
seminar participants in the small a much different way. When,
Mr. Duffy, who is famous for
Refreshments were
the Wednesday morning session,
dining hall on Wednesday even- 1941, one of Archania s belt
re many prison reforms he has
with the new Belle cutting
which begins at 8:30 a.m., there
rstituted, will speak on "How
ing He will evaluate the seminar ding-dong kind) found^ts^
cake to officially begin her re.gn
will be a group discussion on the
mf to this point and offer addi- Tau Kappa Kappa, the Archites for this semester. After th
'unishment Is Evoked Upon
honor system and a presentation
tional
challenge to- the students retaliated by stealing a TK po - freshments, Miss Waters received
•riminals." He will address the
LIUIiai challenge
ro
„_ aa nlerlce
(Doris John
Johnof facts concerning the honor tional
session
pledge (Doris
roup at 8:40 a.m. on Wednesday.
systems at Stanford and Occi on why Pacific should or should son by name). Since that time, her osculatory initiation from th
eager gentlemen in attendance.
The seminar has been schednot adopt an honor system.
each sorority pledge class has
led in order to present the facts dental.

Tea And Open House
At Every Frat Sunday

LINTON T. DUFFY TO BE KEY SPEAKER AT HONOR SENIINAR

bout honor systems to the mem'ers of the student body so that
bey may decide whether or not
bey want one. There will be
epresentatives selected
from
:ach living group to attend the
ieminar, but the meetings are
'Pen to all members of the stu
dent body, Chris Greene, chair
man of the seminar, has stated.
ae stressed that it is hoped that
ls many students as possible will
"tend any or all of the sessions.
The first session of the semin
ar will be held on Tuesday night,

Portraits On Display
At COP Art Center
A collection of portrait sketch
es by Harry Solon are now on
display in the Art Center.
These portraits, showing the
different races of the world,
were presented to COP by the
artist through a friend of the col
lege. They originally were in
tended to go to an Eastern col
lege.

"How Free Can We Be," Theme
Of Annual Asilomar Conference
By DIANE O'ROURKE
"How free can we be . • •
to express, to relate, to believe
to doubt? This is the theme of
this year's student YMCA-YWCA
Conference at Asilomar, which
will be held from December 26

until January 1.
"Fine," you say, but wha
Asilomar?" Asilomar must give
its participants clues for re
ing conflicts between groups, as
well as individuals. It should
(Continued on page 3)
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-EDITORIAL-

Missionaries Needed
By Methodist Church

Who Stole de Ding Dong — Who Stole de Bell

The Board of Missions of the
Methodist Church has announced
The affair with San Jose last Saturday night proved to
openings for 602 career mission
be far more than a football game. Not all of the battles aries for its home and overseas
were fought on the football field; and the repercussions still fields during 1957.
echoing have nothing to do with the two teams, the score, The Division of World Mis
sions has openings for 252 single
or, for that matter, any part of the game.
We have heard rumors, accusations, and lault-findings men or couples and has set as a
flying around like a lot of unguided missiles. We tried to minimum goal for the year 136
persons or 68 couples. Of the
listen to them all and from all viewpoints (and there seem minimum, 34 persons are being
to be as many viewpoints as there are people on campus!), sought for the four "lands of
and we ended up as confused as everyone else seems to be. decision" — Belgian Congo, Kor
Blame for all of the trouble is being laid on every other ea, North Borneo, and Bolivia.
The Woman's Division of Chris
doorstep here and at San Jose.
We decided to sit down and try to see the events as tian Service is seeking 250
single women for service in its
they happened and to comment on them.
overseas fields and 100 men and
First—our bell was stolen by San Jose during the first women for service in home
of the game. Perhaps they were jealous of our having had fields.
it so long, maybe they were erroneously anticipating—at For overseas work, the largest
numbers of persons are needed
any rate, they stole the bell.
The COP students waited their turn. They could not go in the fields of education, church
down on the field while the game was going on. It is for and social work, and medicine.
Smaller numbers are needed in
tunate that they did not go across the field when the San agriculture, building, engineer
Jose band was on the field, or there might have been a ing, business, commerce, secre
wholesale riot! Also, we were the hosts; and, even if our tarial work, and accounting.
guests were impolite and unruly, we were correct in letting Positions open in home fields
them go on (there is also the possibility our boys didn't include teachers for missions
think of retaliation until after the San Jose band had per schools, case and group social
workers, nurses, secretaries, ac
formed).
countants, and many others.
San Jose's next move was to take up 15 minutes of the Those who go to foreign fields
half-time for their band stunt. This is known as treating a will serve in most of the 40
host in a rotten way. When the COP band got on the field, countries of Europe, Asia, Africa,
the time was almost up. At this time, also, the spirit moved and North and South America
GOP and the field was stormed by Pacific students intent where the Methodist Church is
at work. Those in home fields
on getting back their property. It was a normal reaction and, will serve in the US, Alaska, Ha
if it hadn't happened, we could wonder at COP's lack of waii, and Puerto Rico.
spirit. As we said, it was a normal reaction; but it had its In order to qualify for these
unfortunate side in that the band, who admittedly works positions, a person must be 23
very hard for its stunts and is appreciated as one of the finest to 35 years of age (except in
college bands on the coast, was given the proverbial "shaft special cases), possess a college
degree with specialized training
Damage was suffered, and a lot of rehearsal and work was required for such fields as medi
wasted. For this, we can sympathize with the band; but cine and the evangelistic minis
we cannot sympathize with their refusal to play during try, and have had at least one
the second half and, particularly, their refusal to play the year of successful experience in
Alma Mater. The reason for our lack of sympathy lies in work similar to that to which
the person will be assigned.
the fact that none of this was aimed at the COP band itself. Further information may be
The San Jose band was asked by the police to play the obtained from the Office of the
Star Spangled Banner in order not only to break up the Missionary Personnel, 150 Fifth
mess on the field, but also to keep the SJS band occupied Avenue, New York 11, N.Y.

and out of trouble. It is true that this detracted from our
band's stunt, but let's face it—by the time the SJS band
began playing, no one was paying any attention to the Pacific
band; so let's not blame San Jose completely.
The COP band should have gracefully left the field and
passed it off as the result of a keen and bitter rivalry and
been thankful nothing worse happened. Instead, they chose
to sulk and not play. We recognize that some resentment
is natural and this probably wouldn't have been too bad,
but the refusal to play our Alma Mater was perhaps the
greatest wrong. This is traditional; and, though there is
often griping, there is more often attentiveness. Since the
stands were full of visitors and people who come only to
this traditional game, it made the COP band look pretty bad.
For those who tried retaliation on band members, we
have this hackneyed but true expression—"Two wrongs
don't make a right."
As for the whole mess—it was unfortunate that the
band had to be treated the way it was, but it is also unfor
tunate that the band felt the way it did. The whole thing
has been compounded over and over since Saturday night,
and there seems to be no reason for it.
Before we forget—1the cheerleaders and song-leaders
deserve credit—a great deal of it—for trying to preserve
some sense of order.
A solution might be to discontinue the COP-SJS game—
we're out of their league, but perhaps the best solution is
just to forget it—anyway, we've got the bell.

"Rome 'nRoll" To Be AKL's Pledge Dance
"Rome 'n Roll" will be the
A dinner will precede dancing
theme of Alpha Kappa Lambda's
to the music of Jim Santana.
annual fall pledge dance, which
General chairman for the dance
will be held this evening from
7:00 to 1:00 at the Pump Room. is Larry Boyd.

Scholarship Openings
For Study In France
Four Wooley Scholarships for
the year 1957-58, providing for
the study of art and music in
Paris, are available.
Each scholarship is for 1200
dollars. The awards do not cover
the cost of travel of the student
to and from Europe, but they
cover expenses once the student
has arrived.
Applicants will need a good
working knowledge of French.
Anyone who is interested
should talk to Dr. Clair Olson,
head of the English department.

E nt J T S f ' o c t ^ V
under the Act of March 3, 1J79.

Editor
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OUR Y
B Y D I A N E O'ROURKE
Hi, Kids! Here I am sitting in
the Y and thinking how very
much our Y could be improved
with a little paint and work. This
Saturday, November 17, from 9
'til 12 and from
1 'til 4, Ander
son Y is having
a Painting Par
ty. A prepara
tory clean - up
program is sla
ted for Friday
afternoon, N o - '
vember 16.
If a new suit of clothes can
make the man, then a new coat
of paint can add to the attrac
tiveness and usefulness of the Y.

BAKER-PRICE
DISCUSSION:

Don't forget to hear the dis
cussion between Dr. Alonzo Ba
ker and Mr. Milo Price on the
topic "The Middle East Crisis
and American Diplomacy." It is
being held in the Y on Tuesday,
November 20, at 7:30 p.m.; and
it will be a brain-twister!
ASILOMAR

When you go home this
Thanksgiving vacation, don't just
think about turkey. Remember
to tell your folks about the stu
dent YMCA-YWCA Conference at
Asilomar from December 26 un
til January 1 at one of the most
beautiful settings in the world.
This is the perfect way to see the
Refreshments will be served old year out and the new year in.
during the afternoon, too. So
come on over to our Y and join
in the fun.
This is only the beginning!
During Thanksgiving week the
The second faculty 'recital of
floors upstairs will be cleaned
and varnished by the College. A the year will be presented by the
number of other improvements music department on Tuesday,
are being planned also to follow November 20, at 8:15 in the Con
in the months to come, both in servatory.
Mr. Charles Schilling, organ
the building and in the equip
ist, will be the featured soloist.
ment.
The program is as follows:
All this contributes toward
1. Prelude and Fugue
_ h
making our Y more fully a cen in A minor
Johann Sebastian Bacn
Floetenuhr (The Musical
,
ter on campus. Quite a few peo 2. Clocks)
Franz Joseph Haydn
ple have made good suggestions Minuet (Song of the Quail)
for improvements, and we wel March
Andantino
Minuet (Allegretto)
come further suggestions.
Minuet (Presto)
,
. i7Q9 for
We would also like to give a Vivace
These pieces were written in 17sw
big "Thank you" to Wes Brown a famous clock in Vienna. They
played automatically on a small
and Jim Seeber for taking the organ
operated by the clock n^echan, z{
Franz LJ
time and effort to lock up the Y 3. Variations oh the
basso continuo of the first ParL
building each night. This is a the cantata "Weinen, Klagen, aor;
Zagen" and of the "Crucifixus
bigger job than most of us im gen,
of the B minor Mass. The tone p»oe
agine. Did you ever stop to think will close with the chorale
Thct das ist wohlgethan.
how many doors and windows 4. Gott
Chorale No. 3
. — OT,rk
Cesar Auguste Fr
there are in the Y? Thanks a in A minor
5. Adagietto
Stanworth BecKie
lot, fellows; we really appreciate 6. Dieu Parmi Nous
Olivier Messiae
from "La Nativite du Seigneur
it.

HELP WANTED
MANAGEMENT — Sales Trainee Wholesale Plumbing and
Electrical Supplier. Want young, single man, college graduate,
sales-minded, seriously intent upon making career with going
and growing business with great opportunity. 5 year training
period—advancement dependent upon attitude, aptitude, en
thusiasm and application. Completely paid health, accident and
life insurance program. Training covers warehousing, customer
service counter, telephone, showroom and territory sales and
promotion, purchasing, claims, office procedure, management
assistance and operations. We desire that applicant write us
giving full details—past history, experience, background, train
ing, financial status, hobbies, and include a recent photograph.
All applications acknowledged. No phone inquiries accepted.
Write Empire Supply Co., Inc., Box 1510, Visalia, California. To
the attention of Mr. Frank E. Johns, Jr., Manager.

Recital To Feature
Dr. Charles Schilling

Civil Service Offers
Two New Openings
Applications are being accepted
for engineer and physical science
positions in the activities of * ®
Potomac River Naval Comman
in and near Washington, D- "
and in the Engineer Center, For
Belvoir, Virginia, the Civil Ser
vice Commission has announce •
To qualify for the lower Sra ^
positions, applicants must ha
had appropriate education or e
perience or a combination
both. The beginning salaI?|0
range from 4,480 dollars to U>
dollars a year.
Further information and
plication forms may be obtain
at the Stockton Post Office.
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CAMPUS ALIVE WITH CHURCH ACTIVITY

(Continued from page 1)
pus intellectual interest? Is a
CENTRAL M E T H O D I S T
provide encounter among those student exposed to a "cafeteria"
CHURCH will observe College of
who hold differing life views. It of learning?
the Pacific Day Sunday by hav
must be a structure within which
7. "American Foreign Policy."
ing COP students and faculty
search
may
be
freely
pursued.
a
There is a lot of meat for
This year's conference will deal thought in these morning ses present the regular worship ser
with the basic issues of freedom, sions and plenty of opportunity vices at both 9:30 and 11 a.m.
Music for the services will be
faith, and commitment. A per for reflection over all the new
provided by Dean J. Russell Bodson can not live without commit ideas and conflicting thoughts
ting himself; he is free from that will push their way forward. ley with the A Cappella Choir.
The speakers for the service will
anxiety only when he knows
Fun; There is never a dull mo be Dick Shore, a science major;
where he can place his trust. ment at Asilomar. There is a
Tony Fadely, a pre-ministerial
Depth will be added to the par volleyball court, heated swimming
major; Clarence Irving, an Eng
ticipants' lives by increasing pool, square dancing, pool tables,
awareness of others, of the the choir, and the newspaper, the lish major; Dr. Arthur Beckwith,
chairman of the department of
world, and of God.
"Cypress." The New Year's Eve B u s i n e s s A d m i n i s t r a t i o n ; a n d
Asilomar is not a packaged party includes a "Funny-Hat Con President Robert E. Burns.
program — a magic which de test" which provides entertain
Janet Cordes and Glen David
livers answers. But it is an ex ment for everyone.
son, COP students, will also par
perience in which the enthusiasm
Worship: "Asilomar provides ticipate in the service.
of the students, matched with the the opportunity to explore the
CANTERBURY CLUB has in
enthusiasm of the faculty, can higher concepts of living," says
find the way to a profitable re Dr. Burns. Not only through the vited Father Mann, the new vicar
St.
Stephen's
Episcopal
lationship with themselves and fellowship of searchers must the of
Church,
to
speak
at
this
week's
with others.
quest of the students find mean
ing, but also through the mo Sunday meeting, for which a
Asilomar is:
Beauty: President Burns says ments of solitude known as movie on the Episcopal Church's
Asilomar is "the most beautiful "Quiet Hour." There is a beauti work in Australia is also plan
spot in the world. Tito's retreat ful chapel, and Vespers are held ned.
Transportation to the meeting
at Brioni, Yugoslavia, is the only each evening before dinner. The
place that comes near it in beau culmination of the whole con will be provided outside of An
ty." Asilomar is located on Mon ference is a worship service held derson "Y" at 6:00 p.m.
terey Bay near Pacific Grove, after the New Year's Eve party.
ROGER WILLIAM FELLOW
120 miles south of San Francisco. It expresses the students' grati SHIP, the college-related organi
You can walk along the sandy tude for Asilomar and what it zation of First Baptist Church,
beaches looking for shells and has meant to them.
meets every Sunday at the
watch the seals and whales in
church, which is located at 29
the middle of winter. There is al
East Euclid Street, four blocks
ways some new, breath-taking Discussion of Suez
east of the campus. All are in
view — the greenery, flowers, the B y B a k e r , P r i c e A t Y
vited to attend the meetings.
deep blue ocean, and the butter
The regular meeting of the
fly trees. Every winter thousands
Dr. Alonzo Baker of COP and campus' CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
of butterflies come to the trees. Mr. Milo Price of Stockton Col CLUB will take place Sunday at
It is truly a wonder of nature.
lege will discuss "The Middle 8:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge.
People: Students and faculty East Crisis and American Diplo Information concerning the meet
members from colleges and uni macy" at Anderson Y on Tues ings can be obtained by contact
versities in California, Arizona, day, November 20, at 7:30 p.m.
ing Jane Curry at Zeta Phi So
Nevada, and Hawaii are eligible
Dr. Baker is a professor of rority.
for participation in the confer political science and internation
GRACE WESLEY FELLOW
ence. "The adult leaders," ac al relations. He recently took a
SHIP
will hear Mona Fikry, a
cording to Dr. Burns, "are top trip through Asia and the Middle
discussion leaders and are fa East, and he spoke on the Suez Pacific co-ed from Egypt, speak
mous in their field." Judy McMil- crisis at the first President's on "Mohammedanism," as the or
ganization continues its series of
lin thinks that the caliber of Convocation.
meetings on "Religions of the
students who attend this confer
Mr. Price teaches speech and
ence is of the finest quality. debate and is much in demand for World." Transportation to the
"And," she adds, "it is always discussions on political and his meeting will be provided at 6:15
interesting $ meet new people." torical questions. He is the sec in front of the Anderson Center.
HILLEL CLUB, the campus or
Relationships: "Asilomar pro retary of the Democratic Central
vides an opportunity for students Committee in San
Joaquin ganization for Jewish students
to get together on a cooperative, County and is a member of Delta which is related to Temple Israel,
and not a competitive, basis. It is Sigma Rho, the national debate is endeavoring to reactivate. In
terested students should contact
a place to make life-long rela society.
tionships with people from all
over this region," says Dr. Burns.
Talks, recreation, and afterhours' discussions all help to ce
"THE LATEST IN HAIR FASHIONS
ment invaluable friendships that
will carry the conference experi
ence beyond the limits of a week.
BY MR. PAT AND HIS STAFF"
Study: Judy McMillin says,
"Asilomar is a time when you
can get away from school and
D U N L A P S
not worry about the things that
Stockton Dry Goods
keep you running. You can think
HO 6-7555
about things that concern others
besides yourself, and, at the same
time, solve your own problems."
Seminars are daily opportunities
to pursue an area of major in
terest and will deal with some of
the great issues of human life.
They are:
or
1- "Dimensions in Acceptance."
This will include discussion in
|
MAKE YOUR OWN
interracial and intercultural re
lations.
$
ART PAPERS - GLITTER - PAINTS - GLUE
2. "The Meaning of Love and
Marriage."
We Can Supply Your Needs
3- "Art and Religion." Do both 55
agree that man is free and crea
1
—Helpful Suggestions—
tive?
. 4. "The Student, the Commun,ty and Social Responsibility."
>
5. "Freedom and Commitment."
hat does it mean to be free?
, hat are the ultimate values in
hfe?
ON THE CAMPUS
6- "Campus
Intellectual
rends." How alive is the cam

|C H R I S T M A S C A R D S
I

Rabbi Rosenberg at his home or
at the Temple, which is located
on North Madison near Harding.
WESTMINSTER CLUB of the
First Presbyterian Church will
hear Miss Virginia Short, a pro
fessor of music at COP, speak on
"Jewish Music" this Sunday.
Jody Newhouse of Epsilon
Lambda Sigma Sorority is presi
dent of the organization.
The regular meeting -of the
LUTHERAN CLUB will take
place at boon Wednesday in the
President's dining room of the
cafeteria.
The club's fellowship meeting
will take place at Trinity Luther
an Church. Peter Knoles and Rose

Truceil are acting as leaders of
the group, which has not offi
cially organized.

NEWMAN CLUB plans to pub
lish a newspaper to distribute
among the campus living groups.
The paper will consist of aca
demic, social, and religious news
of concern to the Catholic stu
dents. The paper, which will be
edited by Frances Marchand and
Ellen Lawseth, will also contain
information from Newman clubs
of other campuses.
Father Vladimas Kazina is
scheduled as the speaker for the
club's next regular meeting,
which is next Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.

BATTLING BRANNIGANS BRAWL FOR BELL—Boys will be boys,
but there's a limit. It seems the heat of the moment and wild uncon
trolled fury rather overcame the male section of the Pacific rooters
as the impassioned hardies poured from the Tiger side of the field,
hustled enmasse to the opposite side of the field, and wrested the
game bell from the grimy grasp of San Jose. A small cross-section of
wrathful human emotion is here portrayed.

BOOKS

including the best paperbacks

GREETING CARDS

the chuckle variety

SOCIAL STATIONERY

plain and fancy

COME BROWSE AROUND

THE BOOKMARK
HO 6-9805

2103 PACIFIC AVE.

The Coming...
HOLIDAY MOOD
IS EXPRESSED IN EVERY
NEW PHASE OF OUR . . .

Formal---Cocktail

and after five
DRESSES
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Free
Parking
With a
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Open
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Until
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Sororities Pledges

SOCIETY^
Secretarial School
Zeta Phi Learns Of
Offers Scholarships
Bell-Taylor Betrothal
A series of clues as to the iden
tity of the couple and the passing
of the traditional candle an
nounced the engagement of Bar
bara Bell to Joseph Evans Tay
lor Jr. at Zeta Phi last week.
Barbara, a senior transfer stu
dent from Dominican College of
San Rafael, is an elementary edu
cation major. She is a member
of the Newman Club on campus.
Barbara is from San Rafael.
Joe, whose home is in Sacra
mento, is a senior at Sacramento
State College and is majoring in
government.

Katharine Gibbs School is of
fering two national scholarships
for 1957-1958 for senior women.
Each - scholarship consists of
the full tuition of 685 dollars for
the secretarial course, "plus an
additional cash award of 500 dol
lars. The winners may select any
one of the four Gibbs schools for
their training — Boston, New
York, Montclair, or Providence.
Winners will be chosen by the
scholarship committee on the ba
sis of college academic record,
personal and character qualifica
tions, financial need, and poten
tialities for success in business.

The fall sorority rushing per
iod is now over, and the COP
sororities have announced their
new pledge classes.
Pledges at Alpha Theta Tau are
Cindy Dawson, Fran Emery, Car
ol Jacobson, Marilyn Jernigan,
Jean Pereira, Roberta Reynosa,
Ruth Simenson, and Carol Winternitz.
Numbered as Tau Kappa Kap
pa's new pledges are Robin Betz,
Meredith Hinze, Lynne Orlob,
Palma Pelsinelli, Sherrie Rob
erts, and Mary Van Konynenburg.
Epsilon Lambda Sigma's new
pledges are Marilyn Early, Joland Fink, Beverly Gould, Jan
Graves, Phyllis Herbert, Marcia
McMullen and Betty Jo Waters.
Pledges at Zeta Phi include
Jean Avery, Marty Boison, Joan
Forst, Olive Nelson, Judy Lemos,
Eleanor Norton, Carol Sharp, and
Marilyn Peterson.

1956

Carol-Mark Pinning
Told At South Hall
Cupid's traditional candle —
this one decorated with a French
bouquet of red and white carna
tions — was passed among South
Hall women last Halloween even
ing to announce the pinning of
Carol Martin and Mark Bowdish.
Carol, an elementary education
major, hails from Berkeley. She
is a freshman.
An Alpha Kappa Lambda ju
nior, Mark is a business adminis
tration major from San Fran
cisco. He is superintendent at
AKL.
Don: If you were in line at a
ticket window, and the man in
front of you was going to Chica
go and the man behind you was
going to Atlanta, where would
you be going?
John: I don't know.
T-Inn- Tf vnn don't know, why

What young people are doing at General Electric

Young engineer
sells million-dollar
equipment to utilities

ALLEN J. CLAY joined General Electric
in 1946 after receiving a B.E.E. from
the University of Virginia in 1945. A
naval officer during World War II,
Clay managed the Charlottesville,
Virginia, office from 1950 to 1955.

Selling electric equipment for a utility sub
station—a complex unit used in power trans
mission and distribution—requires extensive
technical knowledge of the products in
volved. Men who sell such complex equip
ment must also know a customer's require
ments, what will best fill his needs, and how
to sell the' merits of their products to the
executives who buy such apparatus.
One such man at General Electric is 31year-old Allen J. Clay, an apparatus sales
engineer serving the electrical utility com
panies in the Philadelphia-Allentown area.

South Hall Hears of
Boilings Engagement
Karen Dollings announced her
engagement to Terry Osmonson
at a South Hall housemeeting on
Thursday, November 1.
The announcement was made
by South Hall's housemother,
Mrs. Roginson, who read a poem.
The candle was then passed.
Karen is a freshman at COP
majoring in sociology. She is a
member of the Naranjado staff.
Terry is a freshman at Sacra
mento Junior College, where he
is majoring in pre-dentistry.

By JEAN LEWIS

For Clay, technical selling is not a door-todoor job. As a representative of General
Electric, he must be ready to discuss cus
tomer needs with vice presidents or help
solve intricate problems with skilled engi
neers. His recommendations are based on
his own engineering background, and are
backed up by the know-how of the Com
pany's best application engineers. His in
terest in working with people carries over
into his community life, where he takes a
part in many local activities—Rotary, Com
munity Chest, Boy Scouts, and his University
Engineering Alumni Association.

27,000 College Graduates at General Electric

Educational Relations, General Electric
Company, Schenectady 5, New York

Jeri McCarl announced her en
gagement to Alex Vereschagin at
Alpha Theta Tau preceding the
rush dinner on Tuesday, Novem
ber 6.
The announcement was made
by housemother, Mrs. Koerber.
Jeri is a senior and a member
of Alpha Thete. She is majoring
in elementary education and is
active in CSTA. Jeri is also vicepresident of Alpha Thete.
Alex is an Omega Phi senior
and president of his fraternity.
He is majoring in business ad
ministration.

Jean's Jottings

Clay's Work Is Important, Diversified

Allen Clay is a well-rounded individual who
has come to be a spokesman for General
Electric wherever he goes. Like each of our
27,000 college-graduate employees, he is being given the chance to grow and realize his
full potential. For General Electric has long
believed this: Whenever fresh young minds
are given freedom to make progress, every
body benefits—the individual, the Company,
and the country.

JERI AND ALEX
ENGAGED

Progress Is Our Most Important Product

G E N E R A L ® ELECTRIC

WHAT PRICE GLORY?
This question seems very per:inent this week as demonstrated
by COP's band at the San Jose
game. In case some students do
not realize it, the reason the
band did not
perform during
the second half
of the g a m e
was due to hurt
feelings. T h a t
is, t h e h u r t
feelings of Art
Corra. Mr. Cor•a was disturbed (??? This is
outting it mildly) by students
running through a band formadon to retrieve the bell. These
students were demonstrating
iheir loyalty to the school, just
is the band demonstrate their
Royalty when they play—and the
oand should remember, they too
ire subservient to the schoolMight I also suggest to Mr. Corra
that this action by the students
was not done intentionally,
his attitude reminds one of &
child's temper tantrum. Aren
we supposed to grow up in co lege???
HIGH SPIRITS
Congratulations to the male
students of COP for their loyal
ty and spirit in capturing the
bell. Some of the fellows, B.M-,
got carried away and hit a CO
. .. poor boy does not realize COP
also designates a type of indivi
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COP-SC TO HOST
SPEECH TOURNEY

Julie Keast Tells of
Pinning to Pete Stang

Julie Keast's pinning to Peter
COP and Stockton College will Stang was announced at Epsilon
host the Western Speech Asso on Thursday, November 1, follow
ciation Tournament, which is the ing the "black" tea.
largest speech tournament in the
The announcement was' made
pear Addy,
of Archania? . . . Who shot the United States this year, on No by the passing of the traditional
Could you explain to the girls light out above West Hall's front vember 29, 30, and December 1.
candle.
in South Hall the actions of the door? . . . Thanks to the boys
Between 50 and 60 colleges and
Julie is a junior majoring in
band at the game Saturday? We who rescued the bell from San
universities from 12 Western art. She is corresponding secre
understand why they didn't play Jose . . . Congratulations to all
states will participate in events tary of Epsilon and junior class
during the last half, but why omit the new pledges, in general, and
on the tournament agenda. Two vice-president.
the Alma Mater?
to Betty Jo Waters, Archania's young men from Oxford Univer
Pete is an Omega Phi senior
Curious
new Belle, in particular . .
sity will be guest speakers at the majoring in chemistry. He is viceDear Curious,
Who's the new song girl with tournament.
president of the American Chemi
Don't be too harsh. Live and the brown hair? . . . Sort of dull
All forensic entries from COP cal Society on campus and a life
let live. He may have had his for a San Jose game weekend, are of the Senior Division. The member of Alpha Gamma Sigma.
wasn't it? ... Oh, to be a prac debate teams entering the men's
reasons.
tice teacher and sleep for a division are John TeSelle and
Dear Addy,
week! . . . Whatever you do, don't Bob Bersi, and Don Duns and Basketball Tourney
I really don't have a problem. miss the Hardin-Simmons rally
Teams have been organized in
I just want my name in the pa put on by the AWS . . . We still Dennis Day. Women's debate the women's living groups for
per. Every week the paper comes love you, John H. Pedestal . . . teams include Carol Morely and the WRA basketball tournaments
Priscilla Guezec, and Marilyn to be played on November 19,
out, and my name is never in it. The hymn would have sounded
Early and Sue Vanderlaan. Three 20, and 27.
This makes me feel very insig so nice with a little band music.
of the four debate teams stand
nificant. Am I insignificant? . . . Care to go "lawning?" It's
undefeated this year.
Doesn't anybody like me?
Moraga tournament; Mervin
really great! . . . Betty Klinefel
John TeSelle, Mervin Hoffman, Hoffman, Art Mesistrano, and
Worthless
ter is the new AWS off-cam
Don Duns, Carol Morely and Pri
Dear Worthless,
pus representative.. . AND speak scilla Guezec will represent COP Marilyn Early.
In preparation for the tourna
It's time for a plug. Get active ing of such things, the AWS par
in discussion. Oratory entries ment, the COP debate entries will
in AWS, and someday maybe ty for off-campus girls will be
from COP are two women and hold a practice tournament with
you'll grow up to be president December 5 . . . Nancy Hane and
three men, one being Bob Bersi,
and get your name in every Judy McMillin will go to Reno who has a perfect record in ora Stanford today, competing in
three rounds of debates with four
week! By the way, are you sure this weekend for a regional AWS tory to date.
Stanford teams.
you don't have a problem?
convention. Lots of good ideas
Bob Bersi, Sue Vanderlaan, and
The Western State Speech
when they get back (if they do!).
Dennis Day will participate in Tournament will be open to "the
Dear Addy,
extempore speaking contests. public. COP students are invited
I really have a problem. My
Dennis Day took second place in to attend scheduled events in the
name is in the paper every week.
extempore at the tournament in tournament.
I'm tired of being a celebrity
Moraga on November 2.
Anderson Y will be the head
and having people ask for my
Interpretive reading contes quarters for the tournament,
autograph. Every week the paper
COP's chapter of CSTA will
comes out, and my name is al sponsor the showing of "A Desk tants from COP are John Te which is under the direction of
Selle, who took fifth place in the COP debate coach Paul Winters.
ways in it. What shall I do?
for Billie," a film which has been
Modest
shown numerous time on TV
Dear Modest,
throughout California during the
Get active in AWS, and maybe past six months, on Tuesday,
some day you'll grow up and November 20, at 7:15 p.m. in
write newspaper columns and Music "C."
never get your name in the paper.
The film, which is sponsored
by the National Education Asso
Dear Addy,
Most of my time I'm walking ciation, deals with a little girl,
in the rain, getting soaking wet. Billie, and her childish efforts to
People come to windows. They rise above her environment. Her
all gaze at me, shake their heads parents were migrant workers
in sorrow, and wonder "who can who lived in a tent and made a
that poor fool be?" This bothers fetish of ignorance.
The film was based on the life
me. Do yotf know where I could
of Mrs. Billie Davis. Mrs. Davis
get a good raincoat?
is now. a professional writer, and
A Drip
she first told her story in the
Dear Drip,
I could say you're all wet, but Saturday Evening Post in an
this has gone far enough al article entitled, "I Was a Hobo
ready. Why don't you try the Sal Kid."
vation Army?
The film showing is open to
Ad-libs
all students, whether they are
What is Jeanette doing in back intending to teach or not.

FOR
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Morrow-A lexander
Announce Betrothal
Wilma Morrow's engagement
to Lyle Alexander was announced
at South Hall on Thursday, No
vember 8.
Gloria Russell read a story in
making the announcement, and
then the traditional candle was
passed.
Wilma is a sophomore major
ing in elementary education..
Lyle, a Stocktonian, is working
for the American Can Co.

PAT PAGEL PINNED
TO PAUL WILLIAMS
Pat Pagel's pinning to Paul
Williams was announced by the
passing of the traditional candle
at Alpha Theta Tau's fall rush
dinner on Tuesday, November 6.
Pat is a junior education ma
jor, a song leader, and national
president of Spurs.
Paul is an economics major,
president of the Senior Class, and
a member of Omega Phi Alpha.

"A Desk For Billie"
Sponsored By GSTA

SPECIAL

buttons! White knit
shawl collar striped to
4

match water-repellent
treated cotton poplin

^^that's Right Ladies! With Every
Two Pair You Get Two Spares.. 1

body. Satin quilt Thermo

Here's a rare opportunity to get a real'long-lasting supply of fine
nylon hosiery for far less than you ever imagined! A regular $1.25
value for only $1.00—plus a spare. When you buy this package of
two pairs and two spares, you are actually getting three pairs of fine
nylon hose. Take advantage of this offer NOW. Clip and mail the
coupon below for fast delivery.
DENISE HOSIERY" .v BOX 227, READING, PA
Please send me two pairs and two spares of Denise Hosiery." ^
For this I atn enclosing $2.00.
Size

Length

Business Sheer Q
Dress Sheer •

City-

DENISE HOSIERY

THOSE
CLOSE PLAYS

A COLD NIGHT

White plastic football

:: Address-

FOR BALL'IN

STOCKING
THE RUFFNECK:

Nome.

ANN EWAN
Letterman
•
South Hall—Sophomore

• Beige

• Taupe

BOX 227, READING, PA.

stag lining, inner
wristlets. Russet,
Crimson, Varsity Blue,
Black. 10-18.

24.95
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HUNGRY TIGERS GOBBLE UP
SAN JOSE SPARTANS 34-7
By DAVE HELBERT

A HUNGRY TIGER gobbles up ground in the COP-SJS game, while
a Spartan apparently bows in recognition of COP.

Tigers To Compete In Invitational Run
COP is competing today in the
San Jose Invitational Cross
Country Run which is being held
at San Jose State College.
Schools competing in the race
are COP, University of Califor
nia, Stanford, San Jose State, San
Francisco State, and USF. A few
unattached runners will also par
ticipate. There will be trophies
for the first three places.

Running for COP will be Jack
Marden, Charles Curtis, Ray
Smith, Jerry Gleason, and Les
Dabritz.
Jack Marden is one of the fa
vorites to win the race, but he
has a pulled muscle which may
slow him up. So far this year,
Jack has won every cross country
race he has entered, except one
in which he placed second.

STARTS SUNDAY

Robert L. Jacks

A/VTHONV

QU/NN
m
also starring

KATY JURADO

2nd Feature!

Refeised thru UNITES JUtTISIS

Tiger Mermen

Down Spartans
COP's second water polo game
with the San Jose State Spar
tans was won again by the Ti
gers.
This time it was not by one
point after a double overtime, but
by 13 points, as the Tigers sent
the Spartans home with a 18-5
defeat.
The Tigers took a lead in the
first quarter which they kept
throughout the game. Roger
Moreau received a pass from
Don Smith early in the game,
and with a hard diagonal shot he
gave the Tigers a 1-0 lead. John
Felix, who played in the hole,
had bad luck with his shots; but,
after a switch with Gaughran, he
gave Bob a good pass, which
enabled the latter to hike the
score to 2-0. Just before the end
of the first quarter a high pass
from Felix to Gaughran was de
flected by Bob, and the first
quarter score was 3-0 in favor of
the Tigers.
During the second quarter the
Tigers scored four more times,
courtesy of Felix and Gaughran.
The Spartans showed they could
find the cage, too, as two points
were scored by Anderson. With
a score at 7-2, the half came.
The third quarter showed a
Tiger team that was hungry to
win. This was true especially of
Bob Gaughran, who was very
aggressive and again and again
fought his way through the
Spartan defense, faking left and
right. The Tigers scored four
more points — Gaughran, three
times and Felix, once — while
the Spartans scored t w i c e
through Lambert and Anderson.
To finish, the Tigers came
through in the last quarter with
seven points, thus bringing the
final score to 18-5 in their favor.

COP's Tigers, taking full ad-'
vantage of playing on their
home field and showing little
hospitality to the visiting Spar
tans from San Jo'se State, struck
hard to take a 20-0 lead early in
the first quarter and finished
with a 34-7 scoreboard reading
last Saturday night.
It was a perfect night for a
football game, and what a tre
mendous game was played to the
enjoyment of a crowd of 22,000
onlookers. COP, finally exploding
with all of their potentiality,
played one of their finest games;
and, from the first string down
to the third, every man did a
fine job.
Coach Myers said that he was
quite surprised that the score
went up so fast, as he had ex
pected it to be a very close
game. He had only praise for his
whole team, saying, "This was
our best team effort of the year."
It's not hard to pick out the
outstanding players, for Flores'
passing and the combined pass
catching of Funston and Denton
was nothing short of spectacular.
Flores hit on 12 out of 14
passes for 195 yards and an 85.7
percentage which betters the 66.6
percent record set by Bill Ja
cobs against Idaho in 1953. Reynosa also got 7 for 9 and 93
yards, giving us a combined to
tal of 288 yards through the air
and breaking the previous COP
high of 269, also against Idaho.
Funston picked up 119 yards
and 2 touchdowns on six catches,
bringing his season total to 508
yards in 25 receptions, which is
tops in the nation this week.
Adrian Vera, Bill Streigel, and
Mich Yamamoto of the reserves

SPORTS QUIZ
Questions

1. How did All-American half
back Clarence Peaks of Michigan
State injure himself against Illi
nois, putting himself out of the
line-up for the rest of the season?
2. The pitcher who won the
most games in the National
League this year has never won
a World Series game. Who is he?
3. What college football series
has been in existence for a total
of 90 years without a break?
4. What varsity basketball
player here was recently mar
ried?
5. Who are the two teams most
likely to go to the Rose Bowl
this year?
Answers

1. While running in the clear,
Peaks stepped into a hole and
injured his knee.
2. Don Newcombe
3. The Lafayette — Lehigh
series, which started in 1884.
4. Ken Flaig, who married Pat
Beasley.
5. Oregon State and Iowa.

Rest Your Pelvis
While Listening To Elvis
- A T -

THE ENB ZONE
YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

^

were also highly lauded.
Jack Larscheid, who incidental
ly also played an outstanding
game although he was injured in
the second quarter, scored the
first touchdown after Bill Lee
recovered a Spartan fumble on
his own 32 yard line. Larscheid
took it over five plays later, and
Green added his first of four
conversions.
San Jose got the ball for just
three plays before Pacific took
over and went again for a touch
down. This time Flores carried
the mail himself when he plunged
over from the one. Two plays
later, Hicks intercepted a Spar
tan pass, and Flores' pass to Funston was good for 58 yards and
a TD.
With only one minute and 20
seconds left in the first half, San
Jose scored her lone -touchdown
on a 5-yard pass from McKean to
Posell.
The third quarter was much
like the first, with the Tigers
seemingly scoring at will and
the Spartans unable to hold them
down. The Spartans, although
not scoring again, did get down
to the three and 11-yard lines
before losing the ball to the
Tigers.
In the traditional "Battle for
the Bell," COP has now won 10
contests, while losing 15 and ty
ing 3. This rivalry between San
Jose and COP has existed in its
modern form ever since Pacific
won the first game 34-0 in 1921.
This year the "battle" was fairly
wide open, although it did reach
its closest peak during halftime.
Tomorrow the Tigers will play
their last home game of the sea
son. For many of the seniors, this
will be their last game in the
Valley Bowl and they*want very
much to win it.

"Big Leroy" Is COP's
Big Basketball Hope
By NORMAN BASS

James Leroy Wright, a 6' 8"
19-year-old from Temple, Texas,
is one of the bright stars in Paci
fic's freshman basketball team.
Known as "Big Leroy," he is
well-built for his height a n d
Weighs in at 220 pounds. The big
Texan has the height and move
ments of a great basketball play
er and a style of playing which
resembles that of All-American
Bill Russell. He could become one
of COP's greats in basketball his
tory; and, if all goes well, he
should make All-American.
In his high school days he was
an all-around man in the sports
world. In basketball he has the
following records: 46 points in a
single game; 652 points in 31
games; and a 22-point average
for 31 games. In football, as a T
quarterback, he passed for l6
touchdown passes and didn't miss
a game in four years (45 games)He threw the discus 143 feet,
high-jumped 6 feet 5 inches, and
threw the 16-pound shot-put 48
feet.
As a student at COP, he is ma
joring in chemistry. His favorite
hobbies are playing baseball and
basketball, and he loves to eat
anything. One of his favorite
pastimes is dancing with giris
who are under 5 feet tall.

Page Seven
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by george...

Band Important Part
Of Football Season

(Fasel, that is)
(fasel, that is)
RIDING HIGH ON THE STEADY RIGHT ARM of quarterback
Tom Flores, Pacific's Tigers roared back from their 14-13 defeat
in Tulsa to soundly drub archrival San Jose State, 34-7.
COP had 20 points on the board before either squad even had
a chance to work up a sweat. San Jose fumbled
the opening kickoff, which opened wide the touch
down doors for the Bengals. Not 10 minutes later,
the throats of Pacific's patrons were raw from
touchdown cheers — three of them, as a matter
of fact.
FLORES PUT ON AN UNBELIEVABLE
SHOW with 12 completions in 14 attempts, while
Junior Reynosa spelled him long enough to con
nect on seven out of nine. The lanky Flores rolled up 195 yards
via the aerial route; and his favorite target, wingman Farrell
Funston, gathered in six passes for 116 yards, which should put
him high in national rankings.
The Tigers' favorite pass play, the glance-in to Funston swinging
in over the center of the line, worked almost without failure. How
ever, some new twists on that pattern saw Funston take a 41-yard
overhead from Flores and go the distance.
SANS THE SERVICES OF RICHARD BASS, the Tigers never
theless looked in top form, as was evidenced by theii; tough defen
sive line. True, SJS racked up some impressive yardage in the air,
but mustered only 17 yards on the ground. The strong play of
reservists Adrian Vera, Mich Yamamoto, Lee Allerdice, Tony Orte
ga, and Bob Hicks especially shone.
As usual, Jack Larscheid was a diminutive terror on the grid
iron, although he sustained a shoulder bruise. He should be ready
to go next week.
The loss of Bass undoubtedly hurt COP's running game, but
that fantastic passing attack more than made up for it. New
statistics should see Flores up near the top of the heap in passing,
which marks him as the top Tiger flinger since Roy Ottoson.
Watch out for him next year, with both Funston and Bob Denton
returning.
A COUPLE OF POWERFUL ELEVENS, Georgia Tech and Min
nesota, bit the dust over the weekend. Tennessee's Volunteers edged
Tech 7-0, while Iowa tripped Minnsota by the same score. The big
game on the coast was, of course, Oregon State over Stanford,
20-19. Should OSC continue on to conquer Idaho and Oregon, it
will be the first Northwest squad in the Rose Bowl since Washington
in the years of the World War II,"well over ten years ago.
SAMMY BAUGH'S HARDIN SIMMONS COWBOYS come to
town tomorrow night, and we look for COP to win by a score of
33-13. By the way, tough Arizona State, generally figured as the
toughest team the Orange and Black will have to face this year,
were stomped 28-0 by obscure little Texas Western. That last game
in Tempe should be a great contest.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Tom Flores, College of the
Pacific's brilliant quarterback,
was elected "Player of the Week"
after his outstanding perform
ance against San Jose State last
Saturday night.

Flores graduated from Sanger
High School, where he was a foot
ball and basketball star. He went
on to Fresno JC, where he starred
in football and baseball for two
years. In his last year there, he
was elected to the All-American
JC team.
For the Largest
Collection Of

VM Phonographs
In Central California

THOMAS
El Cerrito's gift to the basketball
world and Pacific's first serious
threat to becoming an Ail-Ameri
can performer, here are a few of
the records he now holds: top
scorer—four-year career (1;011
points), and every _point he
scores this season will increase
this record; third highest scorer
in a varsity career (and he will
need only 50 points this season
to wrest this honor from Henry
Pfister, the star of 1950); top
scorer in a single season with
480 points (1956); highest aver
age points per game in a single
season with 18.5 (1956); most
field goals scored in a single sea
son with 166 (1956); most free
throws scored in one season with
148 (1956); most rebounds in one
season with 326 (1956).
Pacific is a member of the
California Basketball Associa
tion League formed by the
coaches of San Jose State, Col
lege of the Pacific, St. Mary's,
Santa Clara, and the University
of San Francisco. Last year the
CBA was enlarged to include Loy
ola University of Los Angeles,
Fresno State, and George Pepperdine College of Los Angeles.
The press releases from all
these schools indicate that USF
will again be the team to beat for
the crown, with strong opposition
from San Jose State, Santa Clara,
and Pacific.

STOCKTON'S LARGEST SHOE STORE
FOR MEN AND BOYS

Dattola's Choices

DON'T BE MAD AL

SEE T H E . . .

The Right Styles for Young Men's Campus Wear

COMPLETE CHRISTMAS LINE
AT THE

AVENUE FLOWER SHOP
2365 PACIFIC AVENUE

HO 2-6550

CLEAN CLOTHES
...MAKE THE MAN
BOB NICHOLLS, Campus Representative

Remember:

59.95

ani1

"P

WINTHROP and CHIEF WALKER SHOES
CHIEF WALKER CONTINENTALS

JEFFERY
BROS.
the Florsheim Shoe Store
218 E. MAIN ST.

HO 6-7274

Directly Across From the Court House

IT'S A SKIP AND A HOP TO

— OPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 9 P.M. —

THE RECORD STOP
28 N. California

By JOHN
After three weeks of very ex
tensive work on fundamentals
and the formation of a basic
offense, the Tiger basketball
team is rounding into condition
for its first game of the season,
which will be against Chico State
College on December 1.
This game, as well as all other
home games on the Tiger sched
ule, will be played in the campus
gymnasium.
The work of Ed Holliday, a
6' 5Y2" forward; John Thomas, a
6' 5" center, the author of almost
every scoring record in the Paci
fic file, and an honorable men
tion All-American; Ken Flaig, a
6' 5" forward; and Bill Embry, a
6' guard, has bordered on sensa
tional.
Even though there are only
eleven men out for the team, this
seems t-o be the best-balanced of
any squad Coach Van Sweet has
fielded during his five-year ten
ure as the hardwood boss at
Pacific. Indications are that the
current Tiger team will take up
where last year's Tigers left off
when they finished the season in
a blaze of glory by winning nine
of their last eleven games, los
ing only to the National Cham
pions, the USF Dons. Last year's
team spurted to a second-place
finish in the California Basket
ball Association behind the same
invincible Dons.
Speaking of Johnny Thomas,

Ohio State over Iowa
COP over Hardin-Simmons
Cal over Washington State
Kansas over UCLA
USC over Oregon
Oklahoma over Missouri
Michigan State over Minnesota
Notre Dame over North CaroGeorgia Tech over Alabama

Flores had the touch of an
artist as he completed 12 out of
14 passes, having only one inter
cepted. Out of these 14 comple
tions, three were good for touch
downs. Tom's total yardage for
the night was 195 yards.
For the season, Flores has at
tempted 102 passes, completed 64,
had five intercepted, and has
thrown 11 for touchdowns. His
total yardage for the season is
933 yards.

Just as Pacific had its AllAmericans in football — Eddie
Le Baron, Johnny Podesto and
Chris Kjeldsen — it also has an
"All-American" in the Music De
partment. He's head band direc
tor Art Corra, who masterminds
the machine-like COP marching
band.
Art was born in Superior, Wyo
ming in 1929 and has devoted his
life to the study of music. After
he graduated from high school
in 1946, Art wanted to continue
his music studies; and, having
heard that College of the Pacific
was one of the best music schools
in the West, he decided to enroll.
In 1949 he served as studentarranger of band stunts during
the Tigers' unbeaten football sea
son; and, in 1951, as a graduate
student, he took over the position
of assistant band director. After
distinguishing himself in that
capacity, he was appointed head
band director in 1952.
Because of his bouncy inter
pretations of popular and semiclassical music, Art has given ob
servers cause to name the Tiger
band "The Swingingest 77 in the
West."
One hundred hours of prepara
tion go into each stunt, including
music and formation, before it is
presented on football Saturday
nights.

Hoopsters Enter Fourth Week;
Take On Freshmen the 26th

HO 2-3332

1603 PACIFIC AVE.

Next to El Dorado School
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Clarence Froome
Or how to reduce your tax bill

T
J-here used to be a saying back in 1921 when
I joined Union Oil. It was 'The less govern
ment, the better.' We believed it, too.
"Today it's the other way 'round. People
seem to think that more and more government
can solve more and more of their problems.
"They look to government for pensions, for
unemployment insurance, for federal housing,

for medical aid—for all kinds of securities we
USed to depend on ourselves for.

"Now there's nothing wrong with taxes that
pay for defense, and other necessities. But we're
kidding ourselves if we think Uncle Sam is a
rich relative with an inexhaustible supply of
cash we can tap whenever we need it.
"Fact is, government is more of a poor rela
tion. It produces nothing. It pays no taxes.
Anything you or anyone else gets from it first
has to be taken away from you and somebody
else.
"So, obviously, the more you let the govern
ment do for you, the more it's going to cost
you."

In 1921 when Clarence Froome started with
Union Oil as a machinist, 1 person in 15
worked for the government. Today (Clarence
Froome is now a Division Superintendent) 1
person in 8 is on government payroll. And
Uncle Sam takes 11 times more money from
you as taxes than he did in 1921.
Admittedly, there's a bigger job to be done
today. But the danger of a constantly enlarging

government goes far deeper than its cost to the
citizen.
Because each time you let the government
do a job you should and can do better, you
give up a part of your personal freedom.
*
*
*
*
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVXTED: Write: The Chairman
of the Board, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building,
617 West 7th Street, Los Angeles 17, California

Union Oil Company
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